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Children of God|Living with God as Your Father 

Fatherly Discipline 
Hebrews 12.1-13 
8.16.15  

 

Therefore, since we have so great a cloud of witnesses surrounding us, let us also lay aside every 

encumbrance and the sin which so easily entangles us, and let us run with endurance the race 

that is set before us, 2 fixing our eyes on Jesus, the author and perfecter of faith, who for the joy 

set before Him endured the cross, despising the shame, and has sat down at the right hand of 

the throne of God. 3 For consider Him who has endured such hostility by sinners against Himself, 

so that you will not grow weary and lose heart. 4 You have not yet resisted to the point of 

shedding blood in your striving against sin; 5 and you have forgotten the exhortation which is 

addressed to you as sons, "MY SON, DO NOT REGARD LIGHTLY THE DISCIPLINE OF THE LORD, 

NOR FAINT WHEN YOU ARE REPROVED BY HIM; 6 FOR THOSE WHOM THE LORD LOVES HE 

DISCIPLINES, AND HE SCOURGES EVERY SON WHOM HE RECEIVES." 7 It is for discipline that you 

endure; God deals with you as with sons; for what son is there whom his father does not 

discipline? 8 But if you are without discipline, of which all have become partakers, then you are 

illegitimate children and not sons. 9 Furthermore, we had earthly fathers to discipline us, and we 

respected them; shall we not much rather be subject to the Father of spirits, and live? 10 For they 

disciplined us for a short time as seemed best to them, but He disciplines us for our good, so that 

we may share His holiness. 11 All discipline for the moment seems not to be joyful, but sorrowful; 

yet to those who have been trained by it, afterwards it yields the peaceful fruit of righteousness. 
12 Therefore, strengthen the hands that are weak and the knees that are feeble, 13 and make 

straight paths for your feet, so that the limb which is lame may not be put out of joint, but rather 

be healed. 

 

 

We’ve been looking at the truth in the Bible and especially seen in and the New Testament that 

God adopts us when we believe in Jesus Christ…and we become children of God. God becomes 

our Father. 

 

Today, we come to the topic of Fatherly Discipline and this passage from The Book of Hebrews 

really helps us get past a commonly held (probably universally held) fallacy/myth/illusion in the 

spiritual life and that is…that when we get spiritual or become a Christian…all our wildest 

dreams will come true (like Pedro Sanchez in Napoleon Dynamite, “If you vote for me, all of your 

wildest dreams will come true. Thank you.") 

 

And it’s natural…I suppose…we don’t change our whole system of thinking because we think it’ll 

hurt us…and somehow …we KNOW we should believe something simply because it’s TRUE…B U 

T we think the spiritual life should be about what’s TRUE, BEAUTIFUL and GOOD … a n d… we 

don’t get too far into the Christian life before we may wonder… “Hmmm… this doesn’t feel 
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good…and by some estimates, my life TODAY is not that GOOD…not better than it was before 

becoming a Christian…so… I’m not so sure this is working… and it may not even be true.” 

 

This was certainly the thinking the apostle was trying to challenge in these early Hebrew 

Christians. And his reasoning is really helpful today as we try to interpret the tough stuff of life 

and even find ourselves asking, “Why me?” So, let’s get into this idea of Fatherly Discipline in 

the spiritual life: 

#1 – The Besetting Sin Facing All Believers 

#2 – How the Problem of Pain Aggravates This Sin 

#3 – How Fixing Our Eyes Leads to Endurance 

 

In verse 3 there’s a phrase that some people have seized upon…but I’m not sure it’s used in the 

right way. The phrase is “besetting sin” …and it’s used to indicate a person’s weakness. I picture 

two women at a kitchen table in a Flannery O’Connor story and one says, “Oh…why sure! I’ll 

have another slice…Lemon Cake is my besetting sin!” 

 

When people USE the phrase it’s usually NOT to make a real admission. They rarely mention 

things like, “My besetting sin is gossip …or greed…” just the little so-called indulgences we allow 

ourselves. 

 

But maybe the text isn’t speaking of weaknesses that vary from person to person…and not 

simply sin in general (like let’s lay aside all sin and run the race) but maybe the writer has some 

particular sin in mind and if that’s so…what might that sin be? (Glad you asked!) What is the one 

sin that besets every believer?  

 

Well… I think every believer struggles to believe. 

Earlier in Hebrews the writer said to these Hebrew Christians, “Take care BROTHERS, lest there 

be found in YOU an evil and unbelieving heart…” (to believers!) 

 

The passage right before today’s is the famous “faith chapter” where all these great believers 

from the Old Testament are used as examples of living “by faith…by faith…by faith (20x!)” and 

then the next chapter opens, urging these young Christians to DO THE SAME: live by FAITH!… So 

it makes sense, the besetting sin the writer has in mind, “THE sin…” (and that definite article IS 

there!) “THE easily entangling sin” (is the specific word order!)… “THE sin that seems to trip up 

every believer…is NOT believing!” 

 

This is the sin of sins…This is the gateway sin. Every sin is in some way traceable to unbelieving. 

If I go to lunch with friends and always wait for THEM to pick up the check…or any other form of 

greed (Luke 12.15)…it’s because I am not believing God to provide for me. If I gossip, I’m hoping 

to look interesting in front of people and NOT BELIEVING that God is already deeply interested 

in me (Ps 139). 
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And not only is this a huge emphasis throughout the Bible (e.g. Gal 3.1-5) and the immediate 

context here AND the very wording of this verse… but these Hebrew Christians were facing 

special pressures that are apt to aggravate the sin of unbelief! 

 

That’s our second point: How the Problem of Pain Aggravates This Besetting Sin of Unbelief.  

 

When you become a Christian, you just assume things should get better… things should start to 

work out… BUT ON MANY LEVELS THIS NEW BELIEF SYSTEM was NOT bettering the lives of these 

early Christians. 

 

Their pagan neighbors didn’t like this new “un-religion” (no temple, no priests [at least not the 

traditional kind with fancy outfits and lots of cool rituals and powers], no big headquarters, no 

elaborate ceremonies). Their worship was too simple – singing, prayers, teaching, communion, 

baptism – “this aint even a respectable religion!” (cannibals!)  

 

AND they don’t worship Caesar! They say this pale Galilean, this defeated/cursed Man on the 

cross is LORD (not Caesar).   

 

AND their Hebrew friends were just as bad and even worse… (v. 4 – “shedding blood…”???) 

So…it’s not making life easier…but even harder! Hard to believe! 

 

And if it’s true…shouldn’t it WORK? It doesn’t seem to be making life easier!  

 

And we have little slogans… I saw a bumper sticker: “Into every life a little rain must fall …but 

Christians have a better umbrella.” Is that true…do we automatically get better coping skills OR 

IF we obey Christian principles does that keep us under the “umbrella of divine protection” so 

that sickness or unemployment or cancer or bad in-laws or failure or car-accidents WON’T 

happen to us…is that what YOU think? …Is IT? Well…yes, it IS… We all believe it and to some 

degree it’s true (for instance: Psalm 91). 

 

And Christians DO have an ultimate promise that it will all work OUT…as long as we 

understand… #1) that’s NOT exactly how the Bible words that promise (It all works out in the 

end) and #2) as long as we mean what the Bible means by “work out”  

 

What do we mean by “work out” – I fear and KNOW that too often we mean, “In a little while I’ll 

be happier and more successful and more comfortable and more pretty and healthy and cool 

and wealthy and popular…than before…” And while that’s a very modern American/Sunshine 

State way of looking at things …still, the idea of it “working out” ACCORDING to the Apostles is 

at once VERY different and WAY better than our Sunshiny ideas of success and health and 

wealth and popularity… 
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The Bible interprets “work out” as our becoming …different…new…holy. Romans 8.28 says “God 

works all things work together for our GOOD” and the next verse says, “i.e. He predestined us to 

become conformed to the image of His Son.”  

 

In these beloved verses Romans 8.28-29, God is not promising us health or success or comfort or 

popularity… but the complete renovation of the real ME…a transformation of character or heart. 

He will work all things in our lives in order to shape us like Jesus Christ. It is our becoming sons 

with NOBLE CHARACTER and actually the NOBLEST CHARACTER. 

 

So…how …how when we are suffering…how can we help that strong tendency to declare, 

“MAN! This aint workin! This must not be true! This is NOT WORKING OUT like I thought it 

would! I’m gonna start looking around! I may leave this THING (the Church…let’s forsake our 

own assembling together, as is the habit of some (Heb 10.25).” 

 

IF every believer’s besetting sin is our NOT BELIEVING (“Take care, brothers, that there not be in 

any one of you an evil, unbelieving heart” 3.12) – If that’s true, then this passage offers the 

antidote – “fix your eyes…fixing your eyes on Jesus, the author and perfecter of our faith…” It’s 

not only looking at the example of Jesus Christ…but the OUTCOME. 

 

The way to endure is by looking (through our present difficulties) TO Him. The way to RUN…to 

endure…to persist in our believing is by fixing our eyes on Him. HE STARTED FAITH IN US AND HE 

WILL COMPLETE IT. 

 

“Who for the joy set before Him, endured the Cross.” He HIMSELF endured out of JOY. His great 

motive was to please the Father Whom He loved with INFINITE LOVE! It gave Him joy to obey. 

 

And the JOY of having US!...the joy of winning the Church, His Bride, and liberating Her.  

 

He endured the ultimate PAIN in order to HAVE US – it was joy that MOVED HIM…Jesus Christ 

saw how His Father operates – He brings JOY out of sorrow. 

 

AND HE …who suffered like NO ONE ever suffered…out of this WORST moment in ALL of 

HUMAN history came something indescribably beautiful… Looking at Jesus, we see: this is God’s 

WAY… It’s the LENS God gives us to see how HE WORKS in the world, in history and right down 

to our own little lives… “Out of the parched ground of suffering HE brings a tender shoot of LIFE, 

HOPE, FRUIT, BEAUTY” OUT OF DEATH the Father BRINGS LIFE – JOY UNSPEAKABLE AND FULL 

OF GLORY. Better than success or health or the American Dream. 

 

AS we endure difficulty…we see through this lens; fixing our eyes on HIM enables us to see, “AH! 

This thing that has come upon me is NOT an accident…not something that God can’t 

control…not a worried deity wringing his bony/frail hands…but a MIGHTY GOD who does 
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whatever He wants…and OUR FATHER…that’s the great emphasis in the text…the writer crams 

the words, “sons” into it about as much as he could. 

 

We may ask, in the heat of the trial, “Is this difficulty from bad people? Is it my own fault? Is it 

from the devil?”  Well… God will use all these things (He used the DEVIL in Job’s story…in Paul’s 

ailment [“a messenger of Satan…to keep me from being conceited”]) But the devil is His tool 

who will one day be DONE… And the point is…whatever the secondary cause…the Ultimate 

Cause is God… and God is, to the Christian, “OUR Father!”  

 

He is using all these difficulties to accomplish something unimaginably beautiful in me…I am His 

work of art (Eph 2.10). I am the steel on the Blacksmith’s anvil; the canvas on the Artist’s easel; 

the block of stone on the Sculptor’s Table; the clay on the Potter’s wheel. But most important of 

all: I AM THE SON IN WHOM THE FATHER IS WELL PLEASED…and He, the Father who loves me 

like He loves the only Begotten Son (John 17.26!) the Father is shaping me…training me 

…disciplining me…in order to make ME like the son He has declares me to be…and destines me 

to BE… He’s determined to make me LIKE Jesus Christ in my character…not just my behavior but 

my heart…my motives…my desires…not just on the surface but my core will share His holiness. 

 

Another aspect of this is that this disciplining…this shaping HURTS…that’s the nature of it…the 

unpleasantness disrupts my stagnation…it stirs the waters and the unpleasant thing (a bad 

relationship, a sickness, a betrayal, a persecution, a personal moral failure, the loss of a job or a 

loved one or a comfort or the general wasting away of our bodies as we age) – this painful thing 

makes me cry out…makes me look up …makes me fix my eyes on the One who claimed me and 

is NOW reclaiming me…and Who’s finishing the job. 

 

There are times when we’re aware why we’re being disciplined and times we not aware. Most 

often there are built-in consequences to sin – so if you lie or can’t keep a secret - you lose 

friends. If you sleep around/use pornography - you lose the ability to engage in intimate 

relationships. If you steal - you get arrested etc. 

 

Sometimes, however, the suffering is a loss of peace.  

 

Sometimes the suffering is apparently unrelated to a character flaw. At the end of The Book of 

Job, we learn that Job had a deeply embedded self-righteous streak…and the suffering brought 

it out…the self-righteousness wasn’t really the cause of the suffering.  

 

It was not a PUNISHMENT …and quite often this is the case…it’s NOT A DIRECT CAUSE AND 

EFFECT thing ( NOT “I lost my job …must be because I haven’t invited my neighbor to dinner.”) 

Normally it’s deep stuff about which we are blissfully unaware that may come out only in the 

pressure of pain. 
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One way we can go wrong in relating to God’s parental training is to get discouraged (v. 3 , 

“grow weary and lose heart”). It’s why we have to be there for one another. And it’s not 

platitudes we need in those moments; it’s usually just presence, a shoulder to cry on…someone 

to lean on (“Strengthen the weak hands and feeble knees” v.12)  

 

We should learn what NOT to do by looking at Job’s so-called counselors.  

 

Another way to misuse suffering is to take it lightly (v.5). A crisis is a terrible thing to 

waste…so…we have to be aware of the pragmatic, problem-solving approach that never stops to 

ask, “what is Our Father teaching me here?” These are the moments when dark stuff comes up 

from our hearts and we have to sort that out with God and with some trusted counselor (like 

Elihu from Job). 

 

All along the way…as we’re either enjoying some wonderful moment or wonderful stage of life 

OR (on the other hand) when we are enduring some especially difficult moment, a failure, a 

sickness, an attack, a broken friendship…whether enjoying OR enduring, by keeping our eyes on 

Jesus, by walking with the Father…we look to “share His holiness” (v. 10) to be trained (v.11) and 

see in our lives an increase (actual, incremental change), “the peaceful fruit of righteousness” 

(as in v.11).  

 

We little know or realize what these blessings are…we’re convinced that what we really need is 

a bigger paycheck or “my soulmate” or success or happiness or to be left alone… But here again, 

our Father knows best… He will not allow us to be content in our mud-puddles when He has a 

holiday at the beach in store… 

 


